Attachment "A"

Our names are Mark and Tonya Cumalander. We own the Briarwood Farms residential property
adjacent to the Board of Education’s proposed school site at 8550 Stephenson Road. On behalf of
Briarwood Farms and its 500 residents, we object to the rezoning request for the following reasons,
among others:
1) The Board does not have legal access to the property. The only roads that could provide access
are Derry Down Lane and Thriftwood Drive, however, they go through the Briarwood
neighborhood and are privately owned and maintained. The Board recently sued us seeking a
declaration that these roads are public. We strongly disagree with the Board’s position. If the
Board is permitted to use Briarwood’s roads, these narrow, privately maintained roads were not
designed for, and are not equipped to handle, large-scale student and school bus traffic necessary
to serve a high school.
2) Rezoning would be detrimental to the adjacent Briarwood neighborhood. Briarwood is a highdensity residential neighborhood divided into 116 lots occupied mostly by lower-income
families. The work that would be required to upgrade and widen Derry Down and Thriftwood to
accommodate high school traffic would likely force some residents living on those roads to
relocate. Converting these private residential roads into heavily-trafficked collector streets for a
high school would disrupt the neighborhood character of Briarwood, cause safety concerns, and
introduce school traffic throughout the day and evenings. Under the Board’s plan, Derry Down
and Thriftwood would provide the only access to the school site, and Briarwood residents would
bear the entire brunt of the school traffic.
3) The Board’s rezoning proposal would violate Apex’s UDO because: (i) it would place a school
adjacent to an inert debris landfill (see UDO §4.4.3(I)(1)(e)), (ii) it represents spot zoning, (iii)
the property lacks adequate site-specific standards, and (iv) it fails to comply with UDO §§2.3.2
E and 2.3.3. The high school and associated construction would also severely damage the
private sewer package plant and creek on Briarwood’s property.
We reserve the right to submit additional comments after the public hearing. Thank you.

Attachment "B"
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth O"Brien
Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
Re: 2045 Future Land use at Williams St
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:42:03 AM

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
Thanks. My revised comment is as follows:
"Hi my name is Elizabeth O'Brien and I currently live at 710 Midsummer Ln, Apex, NC
27502 in the Amherst subdivision. It is my understanding that the parcel of land in question is
under consideration to be rezoned for potential commercial residential property. Based on the
fact that this property is very close in proximity to a creek, I do not think this property would
be a good fit for a large scale commerical property. I think that such a large scale property
would cause great harm environmentally to that area and I think in the long term, there will be
some issues with erosion and pollution, not only for this potential property but also for the
properties of the nearby Amherst neighbors.
I also have concerns about how such a potential commercial residential property would impact
my Amherst neighbors who live close to this parcel. I worry that it will have an effect on their
current quality of life and ability to enjoy their properties without excess noise, pollution, and
all the other elements that would come with a commerical residential property.
I do hope this will be taken into consideration when reviewing this parcel for possible
rezoning.
All the best,
Elizabeth O'Brien
On Mon, Feb 8, 2021, 8:25 AM Amanda Bunce <Amanda.Bunce@apexnc.org> wrote:
Absolutely. Please send in your revised comment before noon today and include your
address.

Thanks!

From: Elizabeth O'Brien <ejobrien88@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 8:19 AM
To: Amanda Bunce <Amanda.Bunce@apexnc.org>
Cc: Jenna Shouse <Jenna.Shouse@apexnc.org>; Shannon Cox
<Shannon.Cox@apexnc.org>
Subject: Re: 2045 Future Land use at Williams St

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.

Amanda:
I misunderstood the purpose of the hearing initially. Can I change my comment?
All the best,
Elizabeth O'Brien

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021, 8:10 AM Amanda Bunce <Amanda.Bunce@apexnc.org> wrote:
Ms. O’Brien,

Thank you for providing a comment on the proposed Land Use Map amendments to be
heard by the Planning Board today. In order for your comment to be read into the
record, we will need your address before the meeting starts at 4:30pm today.

Also, I just wanted to clarify that the public hearing today is only for proposed changes to
the 2045 Land Use Map which is a guide for how properties should be zoned. There is a
rezoning request under review for this parcel which is currently scheduled to be heard by
the Planning Board and Town Council in March. The zoning of the property determines
the uses and development standards for the property.

Thanks!
Amanda

From: Elizabeth O'Brien <ejobrien88@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 6, 2021 8:05 AM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: 2045 Future Land use at Williams St

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.

Hello:
I am a resident of the Town of Apex, residing in the Amherst subdivision. I was informed
recently an amendment was proposed to rezone the parcel of land between Walgreens and
the post office on Williams St for High Density Residential, Commercial Services. I think
the community and the Town would benefit more if the area were to be zoned for a public
library annex. This would provide those of us on this side of Town with easier access to
the public library and I think it would also be less draining on the resources we currently
have in place. I hope you will consider this suggestion.

All the best,
Elizabeth O'Brien

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
FW: Comments for Monday"s Public Hearing
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:02:51 AM

From: Kristen Foley <kmfoley@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 10:27 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Cc: Derrick Foley <dwfoley@gmail.com>
Subject: Comments for Monday's Public Hearing

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
Greetings,
My husband and I - Kristen and Derrick Foley - live at 702 Bristol Blue St. in Apex. We are residents
of the Amherst Subdivision which is adjacent to 0 W. Williams Street and one of the lots proposed
for amendment today. We would like to propose a change to the recommendation. This lot is
grouped in Amendment Area D - Downtown West in the Slide presentation provided by the Town.
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this proposed amendment is High Density
Residential, Commercial Services. We would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density
Residential, Office Employment, Commercial Services for the following reasons:
1. This would include current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed
amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations are problematic for large apartment buildings and
would be better suited for smaller footprint structures.
3. Use would be consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel that contain
single family homes and townhomes.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between
property owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure
placement and size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream, and trees with smaller footprint
development.
6. Development in the area along Williams Street has traditionally been built at existing land
elevations causing many shopping centers, businesses, etc. to be built either on a slope, a hill, or
down below road grade.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kristen & Derrick Foley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
FW: Comments for Public Hearing re: Land Use Amendment
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:03:43 AM

From: C Ford <csford95@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 11:21 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Cc: C Ford <csford95@gmail.com>
Subject: Comments for Public Hearing re: Land Use Amendment

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
My name is Christy Ford and I live at 205 Kings Castle Drive in Apex. I have lived in Apex 25 years,
including 9 years in the Amherst subdivision backing up to what is now Glen Arbor. Because of the
positive experience I had with development in Apex, and the protective PUD for the adjacent
Williams Street property, I encouraged my mother to invest in a home in Amherst feeling confident
the planned development behind her home would not detract from her property or its value.
My mother, Jane Seeger, now lives at 605 Longton Hall Court in the Amherst subdivision in Apex,
adjacent to 0 W. Williams Street, one of the lots proposed for amendment today. (This lot is grouped
in Amendment Area D - Downtown West in the Slide presentation provided by the Town.)
I would like to propose the following change to the recommendation:
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this proposed amendment is High Density
Residential, Commercial Services. I would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density
Residential, Office Employment, Commercial Services
I recommend this change for the following reasons:
1. This would include current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed
amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations are problematic for large apartment buildings and
would be better suited for smaller footprint structures.
3. Use would be consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel that contain
single family homes and townhomes.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between
property owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure
placement and size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream, and trees with smaller footprint

development.
6. Development in the area along Williams Street has traditionally been built at existing land
elevations causing many shopping centers, businesses, etc. to be built either on a slope, a hill, or
down below road grade.
Thank you for your consideration.
Christy Ford
205 Kings Castle Drive
Apex, NC 27502

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
FW: 0 W. Williams
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:01:35 AM

From: Mike Herbert <mike@herbertclan.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:35 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: 0 W. Williams

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
I am Mike Herbert and live at 603 Longton Hall Ct. in Apex. I am a resident of the
Amherst Subdivision which is adjacent to 0 W. Williams Street and one of the lots
proposed for amendment today. I would like to propose a change to the
recommendation. This lot is grouped in Amendment Area D - Downtown West in the
Slide presentation provided by the Town.
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this proposed amendment is High Density
Residential, Commercial Services. I would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density
Residential, Office Employment, Commercial Services
I recommend this change for the following reasons:
1. This would include current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations are problematic for large apartment buildings and would
be better suited for smaller footprint structures.
3. Use would be consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel that contain single
family homes and townhomes.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between property
owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure placement and
size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream, and trees with smaller footprint development.
6. Development in the area along Williams Street has traditionally been built at existing land elevations
causing many shopping centers, businesses, etc. to be built either on a slope, a hill, or down below road
grade.
Thank you for your consideration

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
FW: 0 W. Williams Street rezoning
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:01:18 AM

This is for the PB hearing on the LUM amendments today.
From: Kenneth Muzzillo <kmuzzillo@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:01 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Subject: 0 W. Williams Street rezoning

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
I am _ken and gina muzzill0_ and live at _602 longton hall ct___ in Apex. I am a
resident of the Amherst Subdivision which is adjacent to 0 W. Williams Street and one
of the lots proposed for amendment today. I would like to propose a change to the
recommendation. This lot is grouped in Amendment Area D - Downtown West in the
Slide presentation provided by the Town.
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this proposed amendment is High Density
Residential, Commercial Services. I would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density
Residential, Office Employment, Commercial Services
I recommend this change for the following reasons:
1. This would include current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations are problematic for large apartment buildings and would
be better suited for smaller footprint structures.
3. Use would be consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel that contain single
family homes and townhomes.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between property
owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure placement and
size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream, and trees with smaller footprint development.
6. Development in the area along Williams Street has traditionally been built at existing land elevations
causing many shopping centers, businesses, etc. to be built either on a slope, a hill, or down below road
grade.
Thank you for your consideration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
FW: Review--Citizen Comment for Apex Planning Department Vote Scheduled for Tuesday Feb 9th
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:55:53 AM

From: Hamlin, Constance C <constance_hamlin@merck.com>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 8:51 AM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Cc: Drew Scrimgeour <dscrim@gmail.com>; Connie Scrimgeour <ccscrim@gmail.com>
Subject: Review--Citizen Comment for Apex Planning Department Vote Scheduled for Tuesday Feb
9th

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
Public
Dear Apex NC Public Hearing Board,
We are Drew and Constance Scrimgeour and live at 802 Bristol Blue Street in Apex. We are residents of
the Amherst Subdivision which is adjacent to 0 W. Williams Street and one of the lots proposed for
amendment today. I would like to propose a change to the recommendation. This lot is grouped in
Amendment Area D - Downtown West in the Slide presentation provided by the Town.
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this proposed amendment is High Density
Residential, Commercial Services. I would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density
Residential, Office Employment, Commercial Services
I recommend this change for the following reasons:
1. This would include current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations are problematic for large apartment buildings and would
be better suited for smaller footprint structures.
3. Use would be consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel that contain single
family homes and townhomes.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between property
owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure placement and
size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream, and trees with smaller footprint development.
6. Development in the area along Williams Street has traditionally been built at existing land elevations
causing many shopping centers, businesses, etc. to be built either on a slope, a hill, or down below road
grade.
Thank you for your consideration and time. Please feel free to contact me further if needed, at below
contact information.

Sincerely,
Connie and Drew Scrimgeour
Mobile Phone: 908-930-2790
ccscrim@gmail.com
dscrim@gmail.com

Notice: This e-mail message, together with any attachments, contains
information of Merck & Co., Inc. (2000 Galloping Hill Road, Kenilworth,
New Jersey, USA 07033), and/or its affiliates Direct contact information
for affiliates is available at
http://www.merck.com/contact/contacts.html) that may be confidential,
proprietary copyrighted and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely
for the use of the individual or entity named on this message. If you are
not the intended recipient, and have received this message in error,
please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete it from
your system.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Becky Eller
Public Hearing
jseeger4165@gmail.com; csford95@gmail.com; kmuzzillo@gmail.com
Comments - Apex Planning Board Public Hearing Feb. 8th - Future Land Use Map Amendments
Friday, February 5, 2021 11:05:56 AM

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
To the Apex Planning Board Members and others participating today, I am Jane Seeger and live at 605
Longton Hall Court in Amherst Subdivision in Apex, North Carolina. My single family residence is adjacent
to 0 W. Williams Street which is one of the lots proposed for amendment today and I would like to
propose a change to the recommendation. This lot is grouped in Amendment Area D - Downtown West in
the Slide presentation provided by the Town.
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this amendment is High Density Residential,
Commercial Services. I would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density Residential, Office
Employment, Commercial Services
I strongly encourage this change for the following reasons:
1. This includes current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations would be usable with smaller footprint structures.
3. Use consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between
property owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure
placement and size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream and trees with smaller footprint
development.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jane Seeger
605 Longton Hall Court
Apex, North Carolina
919-362-1353

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Bunce
Jenna Shouse; Shannon Cox
FW: Planning Meeting 2/8 - 0 W. Williams Street
Monday, February 8, 2021 8:02:05 AM

From: gwenthomas@bellsouth.net <gwenthomas@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 6:08 PM
To: Public Hearing <public.hearing@apexnc.org>
Cc: thomad2@gmail.com; thomasdon@bellsouth.net
Subject: Planning Meeting 2/8 - 0 W. Williams Street

Notice: This message is from an external sender.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you trust the
sender, and can verify the content is safe.
Dear Planning Department,
This is Don and Gwen Thomas and we live at 604 Longton Hall Court in Apex. We are residents of the
Amherst Subdivision which is adjacent to 0 W. Williams Street and one of the lots proposed for
amendment today. We would like to propose a change to the recommendation. This lot is grouped
in Amendment Area D - Downtown West in the Slide presentation provided by the Town.
The current designation on the existing Apex 2045 Future Land Use Map is Office Employment,
Commercial Services. The proposed designation with this proposed amendment is High Density
Residential, Commercial Services. I would like to object to this and recommend Medium Density
Residential, Office Employment, Commercial Services
We recommend this change for the following reasons:
1. This would include current office employment designation that is dropped with proposed
amendment.
2. Existing irregular and sloped land elevations are problematic for large apartment buildings and
would be better suited for smaller footprint structures.
3. Use would be consistent with existing residential developments adjacent to parcel that contain
single family homes and townhomes.
4. Use more consistent with existing negotiated PUD-CU zoning previously negotiated between
property owners designed to work with the sloping land elevations, privacy, noise, and structure
placement and size.
5. Possible protection of existing natural pond, stream, and trees with smaller footprint
development.
6. Development in the area along Williams Street has traditionally been built at existing land
elevations causing many shopping centers, businesses, etc. to be built either on a slope, a hill, or
down below road grade.

Thank you for your consideration.
Don and Gwen Thomas
604 Longton Hall Court
Apex, NC 27502
919.259.3392
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